STATE OF MINNESOTA

SPECIAL SESSION — 2005

FOURTH DAY

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, TUESDAY, MAY 31, 2005

The House of Representatives convened at 2:00 p.m. and was called to order by Steve Sviggum, Speaker of the House.

Prayer was offered by Monsignor James D. Habiger, University of St. Thomas, St. Paul, Minnesota.

The members of the House gave the pledge of allegiance to the flag of the United States of America.

The roll was called and the following members were present:

Abeler        Dill        Hilty        Liebling        Paymar        Soderstrom
Abrams        Dittrich    Holberg      Lieder         Pelowski      Solberg
Anderson, B.  Dorn        Hoppe        Lillie         Peppin         Sykora
Anderson, I.  Eastlund    Hornstein    Loeffler       Peterson, A.  Thao
Atkins        Eken        Hortman      Magnus         Peterson, N.   Thissen
Beard         Ellison      Hosch        Mahoney       Poppe          Udahl
Bernardy      Emmer       Howes        Mariani        Powell         Vandeveer
Blaine        Entenza     Huntley      Marquart       Rukavina       Wagenius
Bradley       Erhardt     Juras        McNamara       Meslow         Walker
Brod          Erickson    Johnson, J.  Moe            Ruud           Wardlow
Buesgens      Fritz       Johnson, R.  Murphy        Sailer         Welte
Carlson       Garofalo    Johnson, S.  Mullery        Sailer         Welterberg
Charron       Gazelka     Juhnke       Murphy        Samuelson      Westrom
Clark         Goodwin     Kelliher     Nelson, M.    Scala          Wilkin
Cox           Greiling    Klinzing     Nelson, P.    Seifert        Zellers
Cybart        Gunther     Knoblach     Newman        Severson       Spk. Sviggum
Davids        Hackbart    Koenen       Nornes         Sieben         Simon
Davnie        Hamilton    Kohls        Olson          Simpson
Dean          Hansen      Krinkie       Opatz          Simpson
DeLaForest    Haussman    Lanning      Otremba        Slawik
Demmer        Heidgerken  Larson       Ozment         Smith
Dempsey       Hilstrom    Leuczewski   Paulsen

A quorum was present.

Cornish, Dorman, Finstad, Kahn, Latz, Lesch and Penas were excused.

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding day. Kohls moved that further reading of the Journal be suspended and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the Chief Clerk. The motion prevailed.
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS

Severson moved that the name of Knoblach be added as an author on H. F. No. 8. The motion prevailed.

Erhardt moved that the name of Loeffler be added as an author on H. F. No. 14. The motion prevailed.

Cox moved that the name of Loeffler be added as an author on H. F. No. 22. The motion prevailed.

Carlson moved that the name of Hausman be added as an author on H. F. No. 24. The motion prevailed.

Carlson moved that the names of Hausman and Loeffler be added as authors on H. F. No. 25. The motion prevailed.

Olson moved that House Concurrent Resolution No. 1 be recalled from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administration and be re-referred to the Committee on Ways and Means. The motion prevailed.

Olson moved that House Concurrent Resolution No. 3 be recalled from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administration and be re-referred to the Committee on Ways and Means. The motion prevailed.

Olson moved that House Concurrent Resolution No. 4 be recalled from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administration and be re-referred to the Committee on Ways and Means. The motion prevailed.

ADJOURNMENT

Paulsen moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 10:00 a.m., Friday, June 3, 2005. The motion prevailed.

Paulsen moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and the Speaker declared the House stands adjourned until 10:00 a.m., Friday, June 3, 2005.

ALBIN A. MATHIOWETZ, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives